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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter discusses the conclusion and suggestion. Conclusion is drawn 

after getting analysis. Then, suggestion leads further researchers who are 

interesting in doing similar research. 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

The plot is the meaningfulness of the story. It connects the story from 

beginning to end and provides the characters with a problem or conflict to solve. 

The plot in Romeo and Juliet is progressive because the structural of the 

plot is ordered begin from the exposition, after that move to the rising action, 

climax, and then go to the falling action, and the last go to the resolution. 

Although in Titanic is mixture because the structural of the plot is not ordered, 

begin from the exposition, move to the rising action and then back to the 

exposition, rising action, climax, after that go to the falling action and the last is 

resolution. It is the different both of movies, so in Romeo and Juliet is in the every 

stage is have one of stage, whereas in Titanic is have two exposition, rising action 

and resolution. And other differences that the process of to defend their love. 

Besides that, both of movies are have some similarities. The stage of plot 

is beginning from the first stage until the last stage. Also this story is about tragic 

love because the movie is told about love story which the main characters not 

become a couple and at the end of the story to be pointed of death. 
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5.2Suggestion 

Based on the result of the research, there are some suggestions for the next 

researchers who are interested in doing similar research. This research gives 

contribution to comprehend about literature especially the stage of plot. 

Furthermore, this research can give information to the readers about plot in movie. 

Therefore there are many aspects about plot that can be analyzed by another 

researcher. The researcher suggests other researchers to conduct other researches 

about this topic in different aspect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


